**Editorial**

*Dear Readers in the United States*  

Like everywhere in the United States, the first Christmas decorations on the houses go up during Thanksgiving weekend. And then every day there are a few more. It’s the first sign that Christmastime is arriving. But for many of us, the real Christmas season starts at Swiss Park when the Matterhorn Young Swiss Society has their Samichlaus party with lunch, followed in the afternoon by the Christmas Concert from the Swiss Singing Society Harmonie. For once, we would like to tell you more about it on pages 6-7.  

More than 20 years ago I saw Goldi’s model train masterwork for the first time. For several years now I had been telling him that I would like to write an article and take some pictures for Swiss Review. Last week I called because I had realized that I was going to have enough space. Unfortunately, Goldi said that a large part of the set was being dismantled, that I was too late. I was so sorry that I had procrastinated and went on and on lamenting, until Goldi said he did have a lot of pictures, so here goes. Read it all on page 8.  

And last but not least I want to make you aware that Swiss Review has modernized its layout. I hope you like it as much as I do.  
Wishing all of you a very Happy and Healthy New Year!

---

**Swiss Moving Service AG**  
*moving around the world*

**TO AND FROM ANYWHERE IN SWITZERLAND AND THE WORLD**  
- Personal service and individual advice  
- Door to door service for removal goods and motor cars  
- Consolidation container services to all major places in the USA, Canada, Australia, Far East, New Zealand, Latin America and Africa

In der Luberzen 19  
CH-8902 Urdorf Zurich  
Switzerland  

phone +41 44 466 9000  
fax +41 44 461 9010  
www.swiss-moving-service.ch  
info@swiss-moving-service.ch

---

**Colorado**  
*Swiss, not Swedish*  

As part of coming up with ideas for fundraising for our Swiss Club, we came up with this t-shirt. Well, it’s turned out to be a great one and people love it, so I thought that other Swiss might be interested. Since there is no Colorado Springs specific notation, it would work anywhere. The pictures attached are of myself, and I’m wearing a small, and I usually wear a size 6. Price $ 20.00. For more info contact:  

Cristina Basset  
VP Swiss Club Colorado Springs  
cristinabasset@hotmail.com  
805-689-2965

---

**Sleep the Swiss Way. Again.**  

Return to the quality sleep you used to know.  

No matter where you live in the U.S.A. Now, the energizing Swiss Sleep System is here to bring you the comfortable, healthy sleep you had back home. Get to know the Swiss Sleep System and its line of products at www.SwissSleepSystem.com or call 1 866 SWISS99  

We’ll make you feel right at home.

---

**F for äufä gundä Schlaf. Pour un sommeil sain et profond.**
Washington, DC
5th Annual Manufacturing Summit 2011 on High Tech Skilled Jobs and Apprenticeship

Jobs Summit on Attracting and Maintaining a Highly Skilled Workforce and the Swiss Model for Competing on a Global Level in the Manufacturing Industry, joined by the White House & U.S. Army Reserves

Concerned for the future of manufacturing jobs, Swiss and US industry leaders of small and medium sized enterprises joined together with the White House, U.S. Army Reserves and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation at the 5th Annual Manufacturing Summit in Washington DC, organized by Switzerland Trade & Investment Promotion.

More than 150 businesses, community college, and workforce development leaders attended. Speakers addressed standards to increasing and investing in standardized certification programs for apprenticeship in the U.S. – like those created by The National Institute for Metalworking Skills and endorsed by The National Association of Manufacturers – will help alleviate the skills shortage here and shore up the jobs pipeline within the manufacturing sector.

An example of the Swiss apprenticeship model being used in the U.S. is the N.G. Hayek Watchmaking School in Miami, Florida. It subscribes to a new program for returning veterans called “The Veteran Watchmaker Initiative: Educating Soldiers, Securing Futures.” At no cost, accepted students undertake a two-year WOSTEP certified program that provides all of the required elements to obtain a watchmaker certificate and potentially a well-paying job for life.

One strong advocate for apprenticeship is Jane Oates, the U.S. Assistant Secretary of Labor. At the Manufacturing Summit, she was pleased to report that in the past year 112 new apprenticeship programs were established across the country, and renewed her call to action to promote the truly sophisticated nature of manufacturing today and its “rebirth in the 21st Century.”

Collectively, conference attendees recognized that reaching out to America’s youth and providing training opportunities at an early age are key factors in the effort to rebuild and maintain a highly skilled workforce.

Martin von Walterskirchen, Director Americas of Switzerland Trade & Investment Promotion, said “We must work with the student, the company and the parents to ensure success in training and skills.”

Speaking for the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, Dr. Margot Daniels-Tyler emphasized, “The talent is here. It is a matter of finding it.” The Gates Millennium Scholars Program provides scholarships to do just that, discovering and investing in youth. Dr. Tyler issued a challenge to the audience by asking, “How many of you are mentoring other Swiss Gateways: Los Angeles, Chicago, Newark, Boston, Miami. You may fly from one city, return from another (same in Europe). Book early – Lots of $-saving on combinations and children’s rates in 2012, available NOW with Jason Travel. We handle ALL Airlines – economy, business and consolidator rates. Beat the NET.

Join us for a RAIL EXPERIENCE of a lifetime on the QUINGHAI/TIBET RAILWAY:

We are working on details: Consult our website for updates.

MEKONG RIVER CRUISE on the MS AVALON ANGKOR: Exotic! A First! It connects HoChiMinCity (Saigon) with Siem Reap, Cambodia, via this exciting waterway. 14-day all-inclusive cruises

include overnight visits to Saigon and Siem Reap, starting 9/14/12. Excursions to Cai Be harbor, Chau Doc, Phnom Penh, with an in-depth exploration of the amazing Angkor Temples, ending in Siem Reap. From $3,819 pp/share deluxe cabin. Easy combination with Asian itineraries.
In light of the thousands of returning veterans, Major General Keith Thurgood, Deputy Commanding General, Support of the U.S. Army Reserves, addressed the growth of public-private partnerships to connect businesses with results-oriented skilled veterans from all branches of the military. Major General Thurgood urged manufacturers to join a new initiative to facilitate these connections, The Employer Partnership of the Armed Forces. “Find ways to build the future,” added Don Graves, Executive Director of the President’s Council on Jobs and Competitiveness. As he offered a report from the White House, Graves said “The issues, the ideas you are discussing, are of the utmost importance. Without growing the manufacturing sector, without growing jobs, this economy will fail.” Graves further explained 17 recent tax cuts for small businesses, where manufacturing companies are the target for state credit initiatives. Given the urgent demand for high tech skilled workers and the potential economic impact, one industry leader asked Mr. Graves if the White House would establish a cabinet-level Secretary of Manufacturing. Why is Switzerland interested in the U.S. manufacturing sector? As Daniel Küng, CEO of OSEC Business Network Switzerland explained, “As the second largest foreign investor in the U.S. manufacturing sector, Switzerland is firmly committed to supporting American manufacturing. We believe our expertise in creating apprenticeship can be a successful model for generating the skills needed to fill manufacturing jobs in the U.S.” Apprenticeship supports a healthy manufacturing sector, which in turn supports a healthy economy and creates jobs.

DANIEL BANGSER
Trade Commissioner and Director North America - Investment, Switzerland Trade & Investment Promotion, Consulate General of Switzerland in New York.

For more information, go to: www.TheManufacturingSummit.com

All pictures by Keri Douglas

ALP DELL Cheese
Your favorite cheese store in the USA!
A Leader in Quality, Selection and Price featuring over 100 Wisconsin made, imported and regional cheeses including:

From Switzerland
• Appenzeller
• Emmentaler
• Kaltbach Gruyere
• Tete du Moine
• Raclette
• Tilsiter

Produced in Monroe (domestic)
• Raclette
• Butterkäse
• Buttermilk Blue
• Gruyere
• Havarti & Gouda

We have bulk cheese in wheels, loaves, and cut to your specifications. For cheese selection information, visit our web site at www.alpanddellcheese.com.

605 2nd St.,
Monroe, WI
608-328-3355
www.alpanddellcheese.com
On a sunny Sunday, December 4th was our family afternoon with Santa Claus at the Jetton Park in Cornelius. Santa was busy giving encouragements or reproaches to the children but at the end, Schmutzli and he were handing out the long anticipated “Gritibänze” together with clementines, candy and nuts. Everyone enjoyed the traditional barley soup and hot chocolate. A big thank you goes to the board and volunteers for doing an excellent job.

For further information on upcoming events and to see more pictures, visit us on our Website: www.swisscharlotte.com. We are all looking forward to seeing you at one of our activities and would like to hear from you.

SWISS SOCIETY OF CHARLOTTE
WALTER HESS
PRESIDENT
mailtowally@gmail.com
Swiss Society of Charlotte
P.O. Box 5152
Mooresville, NC 28117

Raclette, Fondue, Traditional Swiss Cookies, Caotina, Ovomaltine, Biber, Swiss Breads, Swiss Chocolates
We Ship Nationwide www.TheSwissBakeryOnline.com 703.321.3672

USA contacts:
TRANSCONTAINER TRANSPORT INC.
East Coast
777 Passaic Ave.,
Clifton, NJ 07012
Tel. +1(973)272.0201 or 1.800.582.0230
E: myoffice@transcontainer.com

West Coast - TTI FORWARDING
320 Pine Ave., Ste 1000
Long Beach, CA 90802
Tel. +1(562) 437.4210 or 1.800.325.3811
E: laxoffice@transcontainer.com

Swiss contacts:
GONDRAND AG
Industriestrasse 10
8152 Glattbrugg
Tel. +41 44 828 6830
E: c.tintori@gondrand.ch
www.gondrand.ch
New York Sustainable Hospitality: Green Innovation in Practice

Sustainability and green solutions are topics of high interest to many businesses in the 21st century. The same applies to the hospitality industry. On both sides of the Atlantic, many experts in this field are working on innovations which can reduce the carbon footprint of this industry. This is why on November 11, the École Hôtelière de Lausanne (EHL) together with the Tisch Center for Hospitality, Tourism, and Sports Management of the New York University and the Swiss Consulate General in New York organized a panel discussion with the title “Sustainable Hospitality: Green Innovation in Practice” in New York. The aim of the event was to bring together experts from the US and Switzerland and to discuss the important challenges that the hospitality industry faces today.

Approximately 150 professors, students and entrepreneurs attended the event. Speakers on the panel were representatives of universities, professors and students of EHL and NYU. Next to discussing different ideas and approaches to sustainable hotel business, the panelists and the audience agreed that making the industry more green and sustainable was the right and necessary path. Not only because of social responsibility, but guests also increasingly care about an ecological way of traveling.

This event followed the recent creation of EHL’s New York-Lausanne Society. The aim of this association is to promote academic and economic collaboration and exchange in the fields of innovation and entrepreneurship in the hospitality industry between Switzerland and the US.

COSIMA BADER
ACADEMIC INTERN
Consulate General of Switzerland, Economic Affairs and Communication, New York
nyc.vertretung@eda.admin.ch

Photo: NYU-SCP Tisch Center

OVERSEAS MOVING SERVICES
TO/FROM ANY TOWN IN US/SWITZERLAND

- Door to door service by sea and air
- Packing and custom crating
- Storage in US and Switzerland
- Fine arts & antiques transport
- Expert handling of cars, motorcycles and boats
- Licensed and bonded by Federal Maritime Commission and ICC

OVERSEAS BROKERS, INC.
111 Great Neck Road, Great Neck, NY 11021
Phone: (516) 773-6100 • Toll free: (800) 752-1102
Fax: (516) 773-6103
info@overseasbrokers.com • www.overseasbrokers.com
Southern California     Christmas in Los Angeles

Matterhorn Young Swiss Club
Samichlaus Party
The Santa Party has been a long standing event for the Matterhorn Young Swiss Club, trying to keep a Swiss tradition of Samichlaus who arrives on December 6th, sometimes with a donkey and in some parts of Switzerland with Schmutzli, reminding the children that Christmas is coming. He also knows a lot about each child, good and not so good habits and Schmutzli (the enforcer) will threaten the really unruly boys with a trip deep into the forest, or he may leave a switch instead of treats. Gifts on that day are not part of Santa’s job, only a bag with peanuts, walnuts, “Manderinli,” some chocolate candy, a “Gritti-bänz” and maybe a small toy are given to good children.

For many years we were lucky to have the perfect Samichlaus, Freddy Burri, who is well known for having been the Disneyland Matterhorn Yodeler when it opened. The children adored him as he had just the right touch of sternness and kindness. When he was unavailable due to family reunions in Switzerland, we had to look for substitutes. Most were o.k. One was a big disappointment, especially when he paid no attention to the notes that the parents had submitted and kept asking the children what they wanted for Christmas, just like the mall Santas.

Well, luck was on our side when one of our Matterhorn members offered to be Santa and with Urs Pesko we hit the jackpot. He too has just the right touch, talking to the children about their shortcomings, praising their accomplishments and never embarrassing them. He can speak to the children in English or Swiss German and several of them will have a song or a poem to recite for him.

I dare say that many of our members and friends look forward to this event as it really puts you in the Christmas spirit. Of course the beautiful homemade cookies baked by the ladies add the festive touch and the Christmas carols, in German and English make everybody feel a little nostalgic. Most of the children are grandchildren of our members and we have had as many as four generations enjoying the great buffet lunch and a visit from Samichlaus at Swiss Park.

Swiss Singing Society Harmonie
Christmas Concert
With a group of about 80 Senior Citizens bused in by a Tour company, the Matterhorn Room at Swiss Park was nearly bursting at the seams! 310 persons made their way past the three raffle tables laden down with prizes and more prizes! The hall was decked in its Christmas finest with Christmas tree, table center pieces, pine twigs on each table, peanuts and mandarins so the guests would not starve. The bar was doing a booming business and there was a real traffic jam by the raffle tables.

Punctually at 4 pm the lights were dimmed and with their Alphorns Nelly Wyss, her son Christoph and Franz Stadelmann made it known that the concert was to begin. When the curtains opened, the singers, all in their individual trachts, were standing on stage and Harmonie President Wal Baur was delighted to greet the large crowd, among them Swiss Consul General Bruno Ryff
and Tony Hartenstein, the long-time solo yodeler, accordionist and professional musician who, being over 90 years old, was for the first time just a spectator. The guest choir was the Corona del Mar Chancel Choir – our own director Rodger Whitten’s church choir.

For a change, Harmonie did not have a designated MC. This task was given to several of the younger choir members who did a splendid job. In the first part of the concert Harmonie sang Weihnachtsglocken - Daheim – O Holy Night – Wenn ich ein Glöcklein wär (Soloists Heidi and Helen Jakob) and ended with Weihnachtsfreude. As he does for every concert, Siegfried Heger had written a special poem “Children’s Eyes” which he read. Then it was the turn of the Corona del Mar Chancel Choir to sing Awake! Sing Gloria – The Most Wonderful Time of the Year – Festival Sanctus and Tiny Little Baby is Born. Intermission was the moment for the singers to mingle with the guests and for everybody to buy some more raffle tickets. Then the concert continued, with, to everybody’s delight and sur-

prise, a children’s choir, directed by Ursula El-Tawansy. While a girl played the violin and the children sang several well-known songs both in German and English, Christmas scenes and pictures were projected above their heads, thanks to a power point presentation by Max Bachmann and Alexander Bell. Before the singing continued, there was another surprise: Carina Smith, daughter of a Harmonie member, performed a tap dance called “It Snowed” – a splendid result after years of dancing lessons!

Harmonie continued with “Calypso Noel,” soloists Siegfried Heger and Sabrina Salata. We were quite proud of our performance of this song; because when we started rehearsing (in August!!!) the unfamiliar Jamaican rhythms were hard for us. Next on the program was a French song “Le Message des Anges” and the English version “Angels We Have Heard on High.” The guests were quite surprised when suddenly the Chancel Choir joined in, singing from high up on the balcony in the back. As one guest remarked: Singing in stereo!! Everybody then sang “Stille Nacht / Silent Night.” But that was not the end of the Concert. We had saved the best for last: Both choirs, now squeezed together on stage, with Rodger Whitten at the piano and at the same time directing, performed the Hallelujah Chorus from the Messiah by Georg Friedrich Händel. The standing ovation that followed proved that all the rehearsing had paid off!!

The children’s choir under the direction of Ursula El-Tawansy was a surprise.

The Chancel Choir and Harmonie squeezed onto the stage for the final song: Händel’s Hallelujah from the Messiah.
Southern California
Goldi’s trains were always on time
His real name is Gerold Merker, but to all of us he is simply Goldi, probably because of his always sunny disposition.

He grew up in Zurich where he got his first model train, a Märklin 0 gauge set at age 4. He obviously had no idea where that would take him. After an apprenticeship, a business school diploma and military service, his family sent him for six months to New York to learn English. He liked it, moved to LA, built. The contractor was a bit astonished that somebody in Los Angeles wished to have a 34 by 60 foot “hole in the ground.” Heidy said the neighbors probably thought they were building an atomic shelter, as this was in the sixties and the cold war was very much on peoples mind. But the basement couldn’t have had a more peaceful purpose. Over the years, all three rooms became a railroad wonderland – a miniature of a real railroad that knowledgeable visitors could recognize as based on specific areas in Colorado. Ray Spencer, an artist working for Disney, painted most of the backdrops. Every track was laid by hand, every building lovingly assembled, bushes and trees made.

Who wouldn’t want to spend some time at the Palace Hotel? because his older brother lived there, married Heidy, settled down, joined an O Scale club and started acquiring Lobaugh and Max Gray locomotives. After several years the Merkers decided to have their own house built. The contractor was a bit astonished that somebody in Los Angeles wished to have a 34 by 60 foot “hole in the ground.” Heidy said the neighbors probably thought they were building an atomic shelter, as this was in the sixties and the cold war was very much on peoples mind. But the basement couldn’t have had a more peaceful purpose. Over the years, all three rooms became a railroad wonderland – a miniature of a real railroad that knowledgeable visitors could recognize as based on specific areas in Colorado. Ray Spencer, an artist working for Disney, painted most of the backdrops. Every track was laid by hand, every building lovingly assembled, bushes and trees made.

Working on the rail tracks in front of various stores

People at the Durango Rail Station

The NEW Palazzo from SOLIS is the ultimate in home espresso machines. It offers: Espresso and Café Créme at the touch of a button; Steam at the turn of a knob; and a built in bypass chute that permits the use of pre-ground coffee (decaf) so that no one is left out. Producing delicious coffeehouse quality lattes and cappuccinos at home has never been so easy.

Coffeehouse quality in the comfort of your home
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SOLIS Master 5000
Digital, $ 1049.00
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$ 899.00
SOLIS Palazzo $ 1199.00
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STEPS TO CUSTOMIZED COFFEE
PREPARE YOUR COFFEE WINE COFFEE MUGS

Special Offer
Receive a 5 % discount if you mention offer code CH05 when placing your order.

All prices subject to change
Repairs of all Solis coffee makers

Premium coffee maker by:
GULF COAST CONSULTING ENTERPRISES INC.
Phone: 941 380 2832
www.premiumcoffeemaker.com
support@premiumcoffeemaker.com
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Coffeehouse quality in the comfort of your home
The NEW Palazzo from SOLIS is the ultimate in home espresso machines. It offers: Espresso and Café Créme at the touch of a button; Steam at the turn of a knob; and a built in bypass chute that permits the use of pre-ground coffee (decaf) so that no one is left out. Producing delicious coffeehouse quality lattes and cappuccinos at home has never been so easy.
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